The Sample Dungeon
I am fascinated by the idea of the sample dungeon in the first edition AD&D Dungeon
Master’s Guide. The example description of play was exactly what we needed for
getting the feel of how to present these scenarios to the players in our campaigns.
Waaay back in antiquity, when I was just a lad, I created a full key for this dungeon.
Alas, the vagaries of time and moving back-and-forth across the US for 30-some years
has taken this work of creative teen-aged genius away from us.
Have no fear! I am working on a new version to fit into my World of WeirthTM Swords &
Sorcery campaign.
Below is a basic description of the areas in the ruined monastery itself, and isometric
maps of the Cellars and Crypts below.
Keep in mind these drawings are WIP, but since I had a few requests on Twitter to
publish them as PDF, here you go!
Please let me know how you like this, or if you have any comments, questions or
suggestions. Thank you again, and have fun!
Stephen.smith.893 [at] gmail.com

Ruined Monastery
A: Cypress of the Bog-Mother: a lone cypress tree is left standing upon this isle. It is
about 80 feet tall and 10 feet in diameter. There is a ring of knees around the trunk, four
to six feet in height and a foot in diameter.
B: Outer walls and ditch: built of a log palisade atop a partial ditch, most of the walls
have been burned down, primarily where there were buildings against them on the inside.
The towers and gatehouse are also destroyed. Searching the debris will only reveal metal
remains of furnishings such as lamps, weapon racks, some plates and utensils,
arrowheads, perhaps an ordinary dagger or small hand-knives.
C: Burned Lean-tos: the inside walls of the palisade were lined with lean-tos that were
stalls for various craftsmen (on the west side), or pens for the animals raised for food
(chickens, rabbits and swine) (on the north side). The animals have been slain/eaten/taken
by the ___, or some few were able to escape into the bog. There are remains of cookfires
with bones (some of which are long, quite long) feathers and skins all along the north
edge ruins. Digging around will reveal a few human skulls with tatters of flesh and hair.
The brains have been scooped out through holes in the crown.
The Parade Ground is muddy and trampled. There are broken arrows, bits of cloth,
gloves, etc scattered about on the ground. It definitely looks like there was a battle here.
The smell of smoke, burned wood, and roasted meat is pervasive within the compound.

Area 1: Monk’s Living Quarters There were 30 monks living here at the time of the
disaster. Most of them lived in these cottages. They were fully ransacked by the _____
during and after the attack, then burned.
Area 2: the Well This well once provided the monks with pure, fresh water. There are
now several dead monks’ corpses down it.
Area 3: The Forge The remains of the forge include lots of metal fragments, pieces of bar
stock, etc. The anvil remains, under the collapsed roof.
Area 4: the Stables This building is completely incinerated. Only some metal saddle
fittings remain.
Area 5: Guardian Barracks the platoon of Guardians stationed in Samm-Puul dwelled in
this barrack room.

Area 6: the Scriptorium This building caught on fire during the _____ attack, and was
mostly a loss before the compound fell. Poking around will reveal many metal fittings,
lamps, lanterns, utensils, etc. As most of the religious items of the order were made of
wood and/or wax, they did not survive the fire.
Near the opening that leads down to the cellars is a stone altar. It has a glazed clay
surface covering the top, remarkably not broken.
Area 7: the Pillars These wooden columns are carved with _____, _____, _____ and near
the top, symbolic representations of stars. The stone and wood staircase leads up to the
tower, with broad, deep steps. The edge of each tread is a log, carved with stars.
Area 8: the Tower It is made of stone, pale grey in color and expertly cut. There is a
double-door on the ground level at the top of the mound. Above the door the wall is
pierced, all the way around, by narrow arrow-slits. The walls above the arrow-slits are
sooty and blackened, as from smoke from a fire inside the tower.
Feel free to explain the broken tower and its floating upper floors as needed to fit your
campaign.

